ABOUT THE DZA COUNCIL

Becoming a Member of The DZA Council is an opportunity to invest in The 3 Doors efforts to
transform thousands of lives through meditation and nurture a vibrant, diverse practitioner
community.
Today the 3 Doors has practitioners in twenty countries around the world, with programs being
offered internationally online and in-person. The organization is at a critical point in its
evolution, poised to grow, with a thoughtful vision and business plan in place for the next three
years. This vision will be realized by investing in new programs and teacher training, expanding
and deepening curriculum for all, and connecting with, and serving, new and underserved
communities and populations.
To accomplish this, and to establish a stable, flourishing future for the 3 Doors, we urgently need
to invest in building capacity to support sustainable growth. Through the DZA Council, we are
reaching out to connect with supporters who feel inspired to invest in the core capacity of the 3
Doors. The DZA Council is our group of “angel investors”!
The transformative experience of the practices is a tremendous benefit on its own. The 3 Doors
team is also conducting rigorous scientific research to test the benefits of practice in the fields of
healthcare, education, and physical and emotional well-being in everyday life. It’s exciting to
think about how these programs can grow and support so many others.
The next few years are pivotal for us. We have several newly launched or soon-to-be launched
programs that will require up-front investment and ongoing nurturing. To support our operational
plans, we need to raise $60,000/year during 2018-2020. For example, we know that we can reach
our goal by receiving gifts at this level:

FOUNDING COUNCIL MEMBERS
2 Members @ $10K
4 Members @ $5K
6 Members @ $2K
7 Members @ $1.2K

•

3 year commitment,
$1200 minimum annually ($100 monthly).

Thank you! For more information about The 3
Doors DZA Council or donating to The 3 Doors,
please contact Robyn Tighe at 720-352-8114 or
robyn@the3doors.org.

The 3 Doors is registered in the U.S. as a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization (ID# 27-3293201)
U.S. donations are fully tax-deductible as allowed by law.

